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Recent experiences are described of a predominantly rural
regional planning organization that is using data from the
U.S. census for transportation planning purposes. These

experiences include analyzing the statewide Census Trans-
portation Planning Package to reveal journey-to-work trip
patterns and to improve the calibration of the region's
newly developed traffic forecasting model. In light of the
planning organization's limited budget and staff, census

transportation data proved essential to the timely comple-
tion of these tasks. The data also significantly increased
policy makers' understanding of transportation issues and,
when used in a "fratar" technique, vastly improved the
usefulness of the traffic model. In general, any limitations
of the census transportation data were easily overcome or
were small relative to their advantages. Experience sug-
gests that the Census Bureau should consider release of
Urban Element data Íor very small metropolitan areas in
the future.

ince late 1,992, the Rutland Regional Planning
Commission (RRPC) has provided a range of trans-

\-f portation planning services to 27 predominantly
rural municipalities in west central and southwestern
Vermont. The RRPC has participated in a statewide
Transportation Planning Initiative (TPI), working in
close cooperation with the Vermont Agency of Trans-
portation (VAOT) and Vermont's 11 other regional
planning organizations.

As a partner in the TPI, the RRPC has been responsi-
ble for the completion of numerous tasks, including the
development oÍ a comprehensive regional transporta-
tion plan, a regional traffrc forecasting model, and lists
of transportation problems and improvement priorities.
In carrying out these tasks, the RRPC has made exten-
sive use of data from the U.S. census, particularly the
Census Transportation Planning Package (CTPP) (f ).

The purpose of this case study is to document some of
the applications related to transportation planning that
were performed using census data in the Rutland region.
Indicated in connection with each application will be how
crucial the data were to the completion of the application,
including whether or not the data were essential and, if
not, what information might have been substituted. Also
touched on are issues such as the context and objectives
of the applications, relevance to transportation planning
at other administrative levels and in other geographic lo-
cations, and problem solving. However, in light of space
and time limitations, extensive details are not provided.

BRcxcnou¡,Ip

The RRPC was created in 1,968 and provides leadership
and technical expertise to encourage cooperative plan-
ning among the Rutland region's communities and
areawide interests. The RRPC's policies are advisor¡ al-
though some do have legal standing in certain regulatory
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proceedings (2). The Rutland Region Transportation
Council (RRTC) serves as the Transportation Advisory
Committee (TAC) to the RRPC and provides members

for several working groups and subcommittees.
The Rutland region, which comprises 27 ptedomi-

nantly rural municipalities in west central and south-

western Vermont, has a total population of 6L,753
(1.990). The heart of the Rutland region, which includes

the state's second largest city (Rutland), is located ap-

proximately 100 mi northeast of Alban¡ New York, and

L65 mi northwest of Boston, Massachusetts (Figure 1).

Approximately 945 mi2 in size, the region boasts a

wide range of natural resources' which serve as the foun-

dation for several sectors of the econom¡ ranging from
agriculture and mining to recreation and tourism. The

Rutland region is the home of the nationally recognized

Killington and Pico ski areas.

The transportation system in the Rutland region, as in
most other rural areas, is primarily highway-oriented.
The region is located at the intersection of two National
Highway System (NHS) routes-Us-7 and US-4; how-

ever, it does not have a direct connection to the federal In-
terstate highway system) and only limited sections of the

NHS routes are access controlled. The transportation
system also includes a small commercial aviation airport
and significant mileage in railroad track. Public transit is

available in and around the urban core and between the

urban core and the Killington ski area (Figure 2).

The primary transportation issues facing the region

include the need to address traffic congestion and safety

problems in the urban core and in village areas along the

major highway corridors. Also included is the need or
desire to improve the transportation connections be-

tween the region and surrounding regions and states

through highwa¡ air, and rail improvements (3).

Through the Vermont TPI, the staff of the RRPC/
RRTC and similar organizations have attempted to use

planning as a tool to depoliticize the identification and

programming of projects needed to solve important
transportation problems in the state. Census data have

been used extensively in analyses and evaluations in-
tended to serve as the foundation for informed and ra-
tional decision making. In the next section of this paper

some of the applications related to transportation plan-
ning that have been performed in the Rutland region
using census data will be briefly documented.

AppucrtIoNs AND ExpsRENc¡

Census data have been used in comprehensive trans-
portation planning activities in the Rutland region since

1.992. Some possibly noteworthy applications of census

data for transportation purposes include the following:

1. Using CTPP data to reveal journey-to-work (JT\Ø)

trip patterns by major (and minor) mode regionwide,
2. Using CTPP data to reveal JTW town-to-town trip

pâtterns (across all modes) regionwide, and
3. Using the CTPP-based JTW town-to-town trip

table to improve the calibration of the region's newly de-

veloped traffrcÍorecasting model (by "fuataring" the ini-
tial distribution of trips using the CTPP JT\Ø trip table).

FIGURE 1 Location of Rutland region within northeast United States.
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FIGURE 2 Rutland region transportation system.

Applications 7 and 2 were carried out in the course of
developing the "Existing and Future Conditions" sec-
tion of the Rutland Region Transportation Plan. As
noted earlier, Application 3 was carried out during the
development of the Rutland region's regional traffic
forecasting model based on Quick Response System II
for 'l7indows (4); the model was used in a limited
capacity in the transportation plan.

Application 1: Using CTPP Data To Reveal
JTW Trip Patterns by Maior (and Minor)
Mode Regionwide

The approach used to carry out Application 1 was
straightforward and involved little more than the extrac-
tion of the data from the CTPP dataset, entry into com-
mercial presentation soffware (Harvard Graphics for
'Windows, 

Version 2.0, and Microsoft Publisher for'V/in-
dows, Version 2.0), and preparation of suitable tables
and pie charts. For comparative purposes, similar data
for 1980 were obtained by referencing Census Bureau
publications and handled in the same manner (Table 1

and Figure 3). To disseminate this information, the tables
and charts were published in regional transportation
newsletters and the regional transportation plan.

Presentation of this information confirmed for policy
makers the overwhelming reliance of residents on the
personal automobile for work trip travel. Perhaps more
important, it also hinted at the potentially significant
impact that relatively small changes in JTrü(/ mode
choice could have on vehicle miles traveled by alternative
transportation modes.

Application 2: Using CTPP Data To Reveal
JTW Town-to-Town Trip Patterns
(Across All Modes) Regionwide

Application 2 was also carried out by extracting data from
the CTPP dataset, entry into commercial presentation soft-
ware, and preparation of suitable tables and graphics.
It also involved the preparation of data-base files (.dbf)
compatible with fuc/Info geographic information system
(GIS) software and the use of Arc/Info to prepare maps
portraying regional place-of-work patterns (Figure 4).
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TABLE 1 Means of Tlansportation to Work, Rutland County' 1980

and1990

Mode 19901 980

Single Occupancy Vehicle

Car Pool

Public Transportation

Other

Worked at Home
Total

14,551

6,487

185

2,897
1,117

25,237

21,612
4,384

87

2,228
't,732

30,043

Source: U.S. Census

The first step in the process was the preparation of a
master mâtrix showing where workers live and where
they work on a town-by-town basis across the entire re-

gion. The next step in the process was the preparation of
"simplified" tables based on the master matrix. Exam-
ples of these include tables showing where workers live

on a town-by-town basis and where they work on the

basis of various categories, for example, at home, in
their home municipalit¡ in another municipaliry within
the count¡ in the Rutland urban core, and outside the

county (Table 2).
Numbers included in the simplified tables were then

exported in data-base format ('dbf) for use with Arc/
Info software. Finall¡ the GIS software was used to
prepare shaded thematic maps based on the tables,
and the matrix, tables, and maps were published in
community data profiles, newsletters, and the regional

transportation plan (Figure 5).
Presentation of the information produced in the sec-

ond application confirmed policy makers' intuitive un-

derstanding of the macro (regional) pattern of JTW trips
within the region. The information also shed light on

micro (town-level) pattems that
undocumented and therefore
understood.

had heretofore been

were not very well

Application 3: Using CTPP-Based JTW
Town-to-Town Trip Table To Improve
Calibration of Region's Newly Developed
Traffic Forecasting Model

The third application of census data took place within
the considerably more complex process used to develop

the region's new traffic forecasting model. In the most
basic terms, however, Application 3 was simply an ex-

tension of one of the products created in Applica-
tion2, the master matrix depicting where workers live
on a town-by-town basis and where they work on a

town-by-town basis across the entire region.
'SØith the assistance of consultants, the Rutland region

initiated the development of a microcomputer-based re-

gional traffic forecasting model using QRS II software.
Model development was initiated with an eye toward

1 9901 980

Drive Alone
67.7o/o

Drive Alone
7'1.80/.

Other Means
13.3%

Other Means
15.9%

Take Transit

Carpool
25.7olo

Take Trans¡t
O.7Io

FIG[IRE 3 Generalized means of transPortation to work, Rutland region, 1980

and199O.
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FIGURE 4 Town of Brandon iourney-to-work distribution, 1990'

following the traditional four-step modeling process'

which may be summarized as follows:

1. Trip generation,
2. Trip distribution,
3. Mode choice, and
4. Trip assignment.

Trip generation (Step 1) was accomplished using a com-

bination of census block-group-level sociodemographic

data (i.e., number of households, median household in-
come, automobiles per household) obtained from STF3C,

disaggregated employment data obtained from the Ver-

mont Department of Employment and Training (DET),

and QRS II defaults [based on National Cooperative

Highway Research Program (NCHRP)Report 187 (J)1.

Initiall¡ internal-internal (i-i) and internal-external
(i-e) trips estimâted in Step 1 were distributed in Step 2

using the gravity model included within QRS II;
external-external (through) trips, estimated by the con-

sultants, were incorporated using QRS II's "add user

defined trip table" option. Later, however' the origin-
destination (O-D) table containing i-i and i-e trips was

"ftatared" using the CTPP-based JTII town-to-to\Ã¡n
trip table to more closely calibrate the model to existing

traffic conditions.
In brief, the fratar technique is an iterative procedure

for solving a system of equations. It involves the appli-
cation of a set of uniform adjustment factors to the cells

of a matrix (such as an O-D table) to alternatively match

row and column totals for the matrix. This iterative pro-
cedure converges to a set of matrix values that maintain
constant row and column totals but reflect a user-specified

initial set of seed values for the matrix cells.

In the case of modifying the O-D table, the constant
row and column totals were the estimated trip origin and

destination volumes for each census block' The initial
seed values were the O-D pair values contained in
the CTPP-based JTIT town-to-town trip table. The final
fratar cell values are the modified estimates of O-D pairs.

Given the very small percentage of JTIØ trips made

using transit and nonmotorized modes of transportation
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TABLE 2 General Location of Work by Place of Residence, Rutland
Region,1990

Work Location:

Place of
Residence At Home

ln Place
(town),
Outside

Home

ln Region,
Outside

Place
Outside
Region

Benson

Brandon

Castleton

Chittenden
Clarendon

Danby
Fair Haven

Hubbardton

lra

Mendon

MiddletownSprings
Mount Holly

Mount Tabor

Pawlet

Pittsford

Poultney

Proctor

Rutland City

Rutland Town

Sherburne

Shrewsbury

Sudbury

Tinmouth

Wallingford

Wells

West Haven

West Rutland

Total

407

1 8E0

2097

541'
1 541

567
't 1E3

262
221

584

350
458

114

679

1527

1622

933

8587

1974

441

545

256
191

1',t07

415

166

1222

't07

926

768

1 15'
291

164

444

41

30

137

85
128

7

258
413

777

225
6088

250
315

133

59

6'l

311

65

37

212

300

954

1 329

426'
1250

403

739

221
191

447

265

330

107

421

1114

845

708

2499

1724
't26

412

197

130

796

350
't29

1010

47

276
192

34*
88

258
157

26

14

37

43

162

54

3E7

61

208
38

342
151

67
50

67

19

85

215
13

42

Source: U.S. Census, Census Transportation Planning Package

'NOTE: Town of Chittenden data as reported prior to correction

in the region (as documented by the CTPP and described
in Application 1), the decision was made to assign all
trips generated in Step 2 to the highway-nontransit
mode and assume the NCHRP Report L87 defaults for
automobile occupancy (Step 3 of the modeling process).

FinallS Step 4 (trip assignment) ,v\¡as accomplished us-
ing QRS II system defaults and a highway speed table
based on functional classification.

Some key assumptions were made in the course of car-
rying out the third application. One of these was that the
pattern of JTrùØ trips embodied in the CTPP data fairly
reflects the pattern of all trips on the regional highway
system as a whole on a daily basis. A second was that use

of CTPP JTIüØ data would not mask important changes in
trip patterns caused by population or employment growth

projected to take place in the region by the model's
forecast year.

Unurv oF CENSUS Dnrn

The utility of census data f.or transportation could be

measured in a number of different ways. For the purpose
of this paper, effectiveness has been measured in terms of

1. How crucial the data v/ere to the completion of a
project, including whether or not the data were essential;

2. Itthe data were essential, what made them so; and
3. If the data were not essentiâI, what information

might have been substituted to complete the application.
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FIGURE 5 Percentage of workers with iourney-to-work
destination in Rutland urban core, Rutland region, 1990.

Application 1

Census data were central to the completion of Applica-
tion 1. \lithout the data, the Rutland region would have

(ø) incurred significant expense and time delay in an at-

tempt to collect this information independentl¡ (b) "bor-
rowed" data from a similar region and chosen to assume

that mode choices in both areas were essentially the same

(potentially erroneous), or (c) decided to ignore the issue

of mode choice and proceeded to plan for the region's

transportation needs on the basis of "guesstimates."
Recentl¡ consultants working for the VAOT com-

pleted a statewide household travel pattern survey that
could begin to substitute for the data used in Applica-
tion 1. However, this information has advantages as

well as disadvantages relative to use of census data. Its
major advantage is that it incorporates data about all
trip purposes, not only JTrW trips, and is thus more ro-
bust. Its major disadvantage is that it was collected on
a statewide basis and represents a Yery small sample of
the Rutland region's households (-200). Although it is
tempting to assume that statewide trip-making charac-

teristics will mirror those found in the region, it is

not clear that this assumption is any more valid than
the assumption to borrow from a similarly situated
geographic region.

Application 2

Census data were also central to the completion of Appli-
cation Z,for the same reasons indicated for Application 1.

The data allowed policy makers to see and understand the

regional pattern of JT\l trip making at the same time they

were developing a regional transportation plan. Again,

without the data the region would have (a) incurred sig-

nificant expense and time delay in an attempt to collect

this information independ entIy, (b) "borrowed" data from
a similar region and chosen to assume that mode choices

in both areas Ìvere essentiâlly the same (potentially erro-
neous), or (c) decided to ignore the issue of mode choice

and proceeded to plan for the region's transportation
needs on the basis of guesstimates until the completion of
state-level surveying. And again, a major disadvantage

of the statewide survey is that it represents a very small

sample of the Rutland region's households and is not
necessarily better than the remaining alternatives.

Application 3

Census data were not essential to the completion of the

trip distribution step of the regional modeling process.

However, the information did assist dramatically in im-
provement of the model (Table 3). Following employment
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TABLE 3 Impact of Census Journey-to-Work Data on Traffic Model
Screen Lines

Deviation from Actual Counts (in Percent) at
Conclusion of:

Screen Line
lnitial
Galibration

Fratar with Final Galibration
Census data

A
B

c
D

E

F

\t

58.90

11.52

32."t2

88.75

26.51

68.63

23.07

'19.75

-17.60

0.84
33.20

2.92
28.42

5.68

1s.45
-19.49

-10.27

22.45
-0.61

20.84
5.37

Source: U.S. Census, Census Transportation Planning Package

of the fratar technique and the census data, differences be-
tween actual and modeled volumes at screenlines dropped
from unacceptable to acceptable levels. (Census data were
also highly valuable in the trip generation step of regional
modeling, although this was not considered to be part of
Application 3 as it is summarized here).

In the absence of census JT'W data, the Rutland re-
gion might have either spent a considerable amount of
time continuing to calibrate the traffic model (with no
guarantee of success) or simply accepted the model in its
earlier iteration, which in hindsight would not have been
desirable.

As indicated above, the recently completed VAOT
statewide household travel pattern survey might begin
to substitute for the JTIí data used in the region (6). But
both its advantages and disadvantages relative to census
data remain. The RRPC might also have waited for the
completion of the statewide t¡affic model and avoided
developing a regional model; however, confidence in
planning decisions based on the statewide model would
likely never have approached that of decisions based on
a regional model.

AoornoNll CoMMENTS

The following additional comments are intended to
address questions raised by the conference steering
committee.

Relevance of Applications to Regional or
Statewide Transportation Planning Programs

In Vermont, regional transportation planning is taking
place as a component of the statewide transportation
planning effort. Regions across Vermont are already us-

ing census data in applications similar to those described
here and in other ways.

Limitations of Census Data

The major limitation of census data for trânsportâtion
planning in the applications described here is the rela-
tively large or high level of geography for JT'S7 trip ori-
gins and destinations (including aggregation of some
towns with areas in excess of 20 miz). The region chose
to base its traffic analysis zones (T.Þ,Zs) on the census
block groups owing to the availability of this type of
data; availability of data f.or smaller geographies would
have benefitted the modeling process. The release of Ur-
ban Element data for very small metropolitan and non-
metropolitan areas such as the Rutland region should be
given serious consideration by the Census Bureau if this
data program continues.

Problems Encountered

Problems encountered in the data included coding errors
most likely resulting from confusion surrounding trips to
or from Chittenden County in northwest Vermont and
Chittenden town in west central Vermont. The county
is Vermont's most populous (>125,000 residents); the
town, on the other hand, is very rural (<7,200 residents).
A number of trips presumed to end in Chittenden County
were mistakenly assigned to end in Chittenden town.

Fixes Made

JTIØ trip data for Chittenden data were adjusted using
data from the Vermont DET. Future censuses should in-
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clude more rigorous data-checking routines that screen

for place-of-work coding errors in states with similarly
named county and subcounty geographies'

Recommendations for Other Areas

Very simpl¡ small or rural regions should take ad-

vantage of census data while the information is still
available and free.

Transferability to Other Areas

The applications of census data made in the Rutland
region were relatively straightforward' Virtually any
region or metropolitan planning organization (MPO)

could employ Applications 1 or 2. Virtually any region
or MPO developing a regional model could consider

employing Application 3.
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